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"A Message For My Brother":
The Vietnam Veterans! Memorial as Rhetorical Situation*

Abstract

The Vietnam Veterans! Memorial in Washington, D.C. creates a unique
opportunity to examine the interaction of objective situation and subjective
interpretation in the creation of rhetorical discourse. The Memorial serves as
a call for eloquence, but the form of the message is determined uy the
individual visitors! perception of the situation. An analysis of messages left
at the Memorial reveals the forms of response considered "fitting" by visitors.
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"A MESSAGE FOR MV BROTHER":

THE VIETNAM VETERANS' MEMORIAL AS RHETORICAL SITUATION

I came down today to pay respects to [two] good friends of
mine. Go down and visit them sometime, they are on Panel 42E,
lines 22 and 26. I think you will like them.

-- anonymous note found at the Vietnam Veterans' Memorial

There are now 58,132 names of American men and women who died in Vietnam

carved into the black granite surface of the Vietnam Veterans' Memorial in

Washington, D.C. During its first two years of existence, the Memorial brought

five million visitors to see these names. 1
Currently, it has become the most

visited memorial in the United States. The National Park Service estimates

that nearly twenty million people, almost ten percent of the American

population, have visited the Memorial in the four and one half years since it

opened.
2

A sc3le model of the memorial is now on national tour, so that those

who cannot visit Washington may view the granite wall. The Memorial has become

a mecca for those who have memories of the war, for the veterans who fought it

and for the relatives of the names on the stone. This special gathering plc!,.s

has prompted a number of unusual reactiOns. Some people come, weeping, to

collie:A pencil rubbings of meaningful names; other leave tributes as though at

a gravesite: flags, photographs, medals, discharge papers, even teddy bears.

Others write letters. Many of these letters are aimed at those who visit the

Memorial, but the majority are addressed to the dead, to a s?ecific name or two

found on the black wall. Whether written carefully in a birthday card or

jotted on the back of a map on the spur of the moment, these letters reflect

the thoughts and feelings of those who visit the Memorial. In these missives

lie a vital clue to how the Memorial is affecting those who remember
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the Vietnam War, especially those who served in it.
3

We have examined all of

the letters left there between November, 1984 and April, 19SG, and have

discovered that the Memorial serves as a unique rhetorical situation that urges

its visitors to eloquence.
4

Lloyd Bitzerfs initial exploration of ths "rhetorical situation" has

become a landmark in rhetorical theory. 5
The concept that discourse is

rhetorical only if it responds to a specific exigence in the objective world

was an important step in attempting to define the difference between rhetoric

and other forms of communication. From this beginning an extensive debate has

arisen, with scholars on all sides rejecting, defending, and modifying Bitzerts

concepts.
6

One of the chief opponents of Bitzeris theory of situation is Richard E.

Vat7, Vatz stands opposed to every one of Bitzerls statements concerning the

importance of objective events. He believes that "meaning is not discovered in

situations, but created by rhetors."
7

Situations are in the eye of the

beholder. The external world must be interpreted through the images rhetoric

creates or else it might as well not exist. Rhetoric, for Vatz, becomes the

study of symbolic manipulation, the process of creating the world. Thus,

preoccupation with "situation" becomes a useless distraction.

Between the two extremes that ground rhetoric in either objectivity or

subjective perception stands John H. Patton. Patton interprets Bitzerls theory

as a duality. All rhetorical situations consist of two elements: the

external, objective events and the internal, subjective interpretations of

rhetor and audience. Patton admits that in most cases "the 'subjective'

elements will be the ch'ef constraining influences," but these influences do

not exist apart from an objective reality.
8

The link between the two realms is

perception. Humans may perceive the same situation differently; the rhetorts

2
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goal is to move an audience to perceive it in a particular way. The critic

must recognize the "degrees of accuracy or inaccuracy and clarity or unclarity

in perceiving. Such distinctions can be made only by examining the relation-

ship between perceptions and the objects or sets of conditions on which they

are based."
9

Patton would have the critic examine both the objective and the

sujective when seeking the complex of exigencies and constraints that control

rhetnrical discourse.

Patton provides a thoughtful defense of th. "roetorical situation" and it

is s9rpr1sing that more critics have not attempted to test the utility of his

views by applying that perspective to an instance of discourse. We intend to

take up that challenge through an examination of a unique rhetorical phenomenon

-- the complex of messages composed by visitors to the Vietnam Veterans'

Memorial.

The Memorial is an excellent proving ground for situational theory because

the interaction of site and perception is vital to the communication created by

the rhetor/audience. The Memorial itself serves as a call for discourse. Its

abstract design demeinds a variety of "fitting responses" to the exigencies that

veterans' and civilians bring to the site. It invites response, but it is the

audience's perception of that invitation that determines which response is

fitting. An exigence is "an imperfection marked by urgency, it is a defect, an

obstacle, something waiting to be done, a thing which is other than it should

be."
10

At the Memorial, each visitor carries his or her own imperfection:

guilti anger, ao unflAished deed or an unkept promise. These exigencies call

for a response, and these responses are brought to light at the Memorial. The

interaction of internal and external forces determine the final form of the

message and to whom it is addressed.

Two communication articles have speculated on the meaning of the Memorial



and its effect upon the nation's perception of the war. Sonja Foss analyzed

the design of the Memorial itself and concluded that the rhetorical power it

seems t hold for its audience derived from the design's amb%ciity. This

ambiguity allcws each visitor to invest the Memorial with his or her uwn

personal meanings.
11

But the question remains: what are those meanings?

Harry W. Haines suggests that the current administration is using mass media to

mold that ambiguiY into a message redefining the war as noble and patriotic.

He fears that the Memorial is being used to prepare the United States for

similar wars in the future.
12

His view defines the Memorial as a tool to force

ve-cerans to "forget" the war and reintegrate peacefully with society. Haines

confines his study to the Memorial as described by the media. He does not

investigate the behavior of Memorial visitors, other than those activities

described by the press.

The evidence provided by these writers indicates the Memorial has a

profound effect upon visitors, but there is, to date, no investigation into

what the audierce perception of those effects might actually-be. Viewing the

Memorial as a rhetorical situation allows for such an investigation.

This study will proceed by first describing the Memorial and its visitors.

These are the external elements of the situation. Then, an analysis of the

messages will be presented, revealing four types of "fitting responses"

perceived by the letter-Nriters. Finally, conclusions concerning the

rhetorical function of the Memorial as defined by its "pilgrims" will be

presented as evidence of ti,e unique interplay of situation and perception.

THE MEMORIAL AS SITUATION

The Vietnam Veterans' Memorial is not a "traditional" war memorial. No

shining flags fly, no bronze statue of brave heroes stands tall beside it, no
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heroism is lauded.
13

In fact, it is not a memorial to the war, at all, but

rather a memorial to the 2.7 million Americans who served in Vietnam, and

especially to those who were killed. As Foss notes, it focuses our attention

on those who did not survive the war.
14

The Vietnam war is reduced to its

inevitable result. The Memorial suggests the message, "In war, young men die;

here are their names."
15

The memorial itself is deceptively simple. It consists of two walls of

highly polished black granite arranged in a Vshape. The west wall points

exactly at the northeast corner of the Lincoln Memorial and the east wall

points exactly at the northeast corner of the Washirgton Monument. Each wall

is 247 feet long and contains seventy panels of names. The walls rise from

ground level et each entrance to a height of ten feet at the vert The names

are inscribed in chronological order, by the date of casualty. he list begins

at the vertex, at the top of the eastern panel, and proceeds to the tip of the

east wall. IT resumes at the tip of the west wall, ending where it began, at

the vertex. Thus the names of those killed at the beginning and at the ena of

the war come together. They are one. The effect is a sense of symmetry,

wholeness, and closure.

Visitation at the Memorial has Increased each year, pos3ibly stimulated by

intense media coverage. Twice as many people visited the Memorial in 1985 as

did in 1983.
16 The unusual belavior of these visitors has earned the site the

title "the most emotional ground in the Nation's Capital."
17

Some visitors

walk through quickly, in a hurry to catch a tour bus. But others move slowly,

back and forth, again and again, stopping, staring, sometimes touching a name,

sometimes making a pencil rubbing, and usually shedding a tear. For a number

nf thene latter visitors, a trip to the Memorial is nearly a sacred pilgrimage.

For example, one visitor was a veteran in search of his best friend's name.



When the name Was shown to him, he suddenly became ex.,ited, and cried out,

"There he is, there he is!" as though he was secing his friend, and not a name

carved in granite. The name was out of reach, so a volunteer brought a ladder

to the spot. The veteran climbed up and slowly rubbed his fingers back and

forth across the letters, as though touching his friend. He stayed for an

hour, talking about his friend with a mixture of laughter and tears, venting

his rage and sorrow. The friend had died seventeen years before, in 1968. On

another occasion, a lone man in a wheel -hair slowly descended the walkway to a

panel near the vertex. He stared at a single name for a half hour or more.

Finally, he turned, and with some difficulty, wheeled himself back to the

entrance. This visitor returns periodically to the memoriE , to stare at the

same name.

The thoughts of such quiet, intense visitors to the Memorial cannot be

ascertained. However, there are a large number of visitors who attest to their

feelings by leaving letters and other objects. These letters serve as

responses to the exigencies carried within visitors turned rhetor by the power

of the rhetorical situation.

FUNCTIONS SERVED BY THE MEMORIAL

Visitors who leave messages at the Memorial appear to perceive four main

exigencies that must be dealt with before each can depart with his or her own

form of "peace." The Memorial is experi.ened at once as a commemoration, a

graves:te, a spiritual medium, and an apology to the dead. These responses are

not always mutually exclusive. In fact, some texts fit into several categories

at once, but differences ir emphasis or purpose were used to delineate the

boundaries of each response.

9
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It is obvious that the Memorial serves as a memorial, but the nature of

this particular site is unusual enough to warrant attention. The Memorial

violates traditional cummemorative form in that it does not deal specifically

with any event. Tt makes no direct statement about the war othPr than "here

are the names of those who died." It does not ask the visitor to remember

Vietnam in any specific context, nor does it require that honor be attributed

to any specific act of heroism or sacrifice. The thousands of names are

overwhelming, anu no name receives any emphasis. In essence, the Memorial

fails to fulfill its ostensible function. Thus, the imperfection felt by the

audience xists in t;eir perception of the Memorial itself. The fitting

response of these audience members is to make it clear that abstract

rmembran:e is not enough. This audience literally compen:ates for the

Memorial's failings by attempting to modify its message to serve traditional

commemorative purposes. This is done by leaving artifacts that address

visitors in an attempt to create concrete memories about the war and its

In most cases, these artifacts take the form of photographs of specific

soldiers taped to or placed as near to their names on the memorial as possible,

or old newspaper obituaries wrapped carefully in plastic and displayed in

prominent places. But some visitors prepare more elaborate messages. Large

framed items describing the heroic deaths of individuals have been left, such

as a plaque left by an Eagle Scout troop, stating that the purpose of their

visit was to give meaning to a single death:

To those Scouts who are here this morning, it is hoped
that you and your name will from this day forth, mean far
more to us than those simple, terrible words, "Killed in
Vietnam* 1965."

lo
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These messages are aimed at transforming nmes into personalities, at revealing

the courage behind the marble words:

You saved a fellow soldier's life after your patrol was
hit in an ambuh. As you pulled him to safety you were struck
with a number of rounds from automatic weapons. You crazy fool.

Others reveal only the tragedy of war, such as this chronicle of the events of

a single battle:

On Ju;os 26, 1967, on a small hill near Camp Evans, along
Hwy 1, north of Hue, RVN. [Jim] never saw the mine he stepped
on that morning. Nor did he live long enough to feel the
wounds he would soon die from. le concussion of the mine's
explosion detonated a elmm mortar rNind carried on the back of
[Angel]. Angel never heard it. A piece of schrapnel caught
0)00 in the chest. Doc was gone before his knees buckled. An
instant in time for some, an eternity for others.

Not all of the messages are memorials for specific names on the wall. One item

was nct even a tribute to a human being. It was an eight by ten framed color

photograph of a German Shepherd bearing the caption:

In memory of my close friend, King. He saved my life and
the lives of many others.

This is a tribute to tte many sentry, scout and tracker
dogs and their handlers who gave their all.

What these messages have in common is a concreteness at odds with the

abstract design of the memorial. Visitors who leave these messages are

attempting to make the memorial serve as a specific reminder of the individual

sacrifices made dur'ng the war. Scribbled notes demand that we "do not

forget." In some cases, visitors are commanded directly to recall what a

memorial is for:

Whenever you start loosing a grip
Remember them guys
Remember those promises
Even if that's the only thing
You stay alive for. . .

You promised. . .

You might be the only thing
They died for.



These visitors will make certain that the memorial reminds us of the promises

that lie behind the names.

At the Memorial, audience expectations of a "gJod" commemorative monument

cause it to create rhetoric thet: "corrects" the message. The audience

literally adds material to the messace that already exsts, thus reforming it

to fit a particular need.

Ilaiul2g_tatia_Response

The Memorial, with its list of names, emphasizes those whc did not survive

the Vietnam War. It serves as the single location where all the dead and

missing are recognized. Thus, it is not surprising that one response is

funerary -- to "bury" and mourn the dead. Those who have lost loved ones come

to the Memorial to express their grief, seeking an eventual catharsis of their

pain. For thousands of relatives, this is the only gravesite, for the remains

.of many soldiers never came hom. For Vietnam Veterans, it is the one place

where reminders of all their "brothers" stand together. One poem left at the

Ate remarks upon its funerary appearance:

For finally, there has been,
both burial,
and reminder.
A great sunken headstone
at which to lay
Flowers, Flags, newspaper clippings
Hats, Sea Rations and memories.

The eulogistic function of the Memorial is vitally important In healing

the wounds left by Vietnam. Kathleen Jamieson notes that "facing the reality

of death is a critical factor in the grief process. By publically confirming

death, the eulogy makes denial difficult,"19 The concrete reality of the

memorial, the names that car be read and touched, confirms the death of an
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individual in a way not usually provided to mourners who have never seen the

bodies of their loved ones. Those who accept these deaths are now free to

mourn, and the Memorial is ready to serve as an outlet for that grief.

According to Jamieson, "the human needs created by the death of a loved one are

so great that eulogistic rhetoric persists, although in untraditional forms."2°

The Memorial has become one such untraditional eulogy.

The messages left by these mourners are rarely directed at other visitrs.

Often, they are scrawled on notebook paper or the back of a map in the heat of

the instant, then dropped to the ground. They are introspective, sometimes

written as though to a departed frid. Sometimes they are addressed to no one

at all. What they all have in common is grief, and the need to visit the

Memorial to ease that pain. As one writer states, "Each one of us has a

different way of coping with the death of a loved one, and writing these

letters. . . is a way of easing my grief." Sometimes the Memorial works, and

these visitors write of accepting their losses and returning to the living. It

is the hope ot such a cure that leads a Pennsylvania psychiatric hospital to

bring disturbed veterans to the Memorial for therapy sessions.21 Other

veterans have found a measure of velease on their own. One learns acceptance:

I've looked for yoL )r so long. . . How angry I was
to find you here -- though I knew you would be. . . . It is
only now on my second trip to this monument that I can admit
that you, my friends, are gone forever -- thAt I can say your
names, call you my friends and speak of your deaths.

Another learns to mourn:

I never cried -- my chest becomes unbearably painful and
my throat tightens so I can't even croak, but I haven't cried.
I wanted to, just couldn't.

I think I can, today. Dam, I'm crying now. Bye Smitty.
Get some rest.

Sometimes the Memorial cannot work a cure, as evinced by the Veteran who could

only write "Damn, it still hurts."

10 13



For other visitors, the funerary function of the Memorial appears less

traumatic. At its base they leave flowers and crosses, medals and flags, a

vast array of cemetery decorations. Thus aoes the Memorial allow them to honor

the dead in the traditional manners even the dead who never came home.

he Meciiuna5tigijkag

Some who come to the Memorial seek to bury their de:d and continue with

their own lives. There are others, however, who view the Memorial as a site

from which to communicate with their dead as though they still lived, or at

least live in an afterlife. These visi.sors are responding to a completely

internal exigence. There is a need for contact with a loved oner and a

conversation at the Memorial seems to fulfill that need. The address is

rhetorical in that no one really expects a "ghost" to respond. But there is a

touchihg element in many of these letters -- a tacit expectation that a message

sent to the wall will "get through", at least metaphoricall::, better than

elsewhere. The most blatant example of this is a card addressed to a aeceased

naval officer "c/o Vietnam Veterans/ Memorial, Constitution Gardens,

Washington, D.C." The Memorial is regularly decorated with birthday cards,

birth announcements, family photographs and other memorabilia as offerings for

the dead. The greatest number of these items are simple notes tendering love

and friendship. One indicated a continuing conversation:

It is that time of year again for me to get to say my
special hello to you. I feel so close to you when I am here
at the "Wall."

Another was a "love note":

I just wanted to come here today to tell you I love you.

A third was from a daughter to her father,;

I knew that you were Santa Clause but I didn't want to
spoil it fox: you.
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A final example was written with gratitude to a nurse:

God Bless You Sharon for holding the hands of the Dying for
a war there was no need to fight.

Other messages are more complex letters and poems expressing faith in the after

life and a hope that the separation will not be too long. For examples a

mother brought a small stuffed bear and a photograph with this note:

I'm bringing 'Teddy Bear' and a picture of your loved race
car. I realize they can't stay there lofig but jley are yours and
I want them to be with you. In time I hope we can all be together.

Not all the notes are simple expressions of emotion. Some "newsy" letters

seem intended to bring the deceased uptodate on recent events. The

occasional note to an MIA serves as "moral support": "Scmehow I knov, that you

are still alive in the jungles of Vietnam . I still look forward to

seeing you someday." In anothc.' instance, a wedding photograoh was found near

a name. On the back was writtcn, "Sir, although you don't know me, I know you.

I love your daughter and will do everything to protect her."

Veterans write special letters to their "brothers" in arms. One mentioned

recent events:

Movies are being made about Nam and we could really laugh
at them -- some guy called "Rambo" goes back to Nam to free POW's
and MIA's -- We could have won the war with this guy Rambo -- but
so much for fiction.

Another described the dedication of a Vietnam Veterans' Memorial in New York,

then discharged a final duty:

Finally, America has awakened and taken home those of qs
who live and remember you and all the others. . . . I kept your
spirit alive till America woke up, sir. I'm done. Rest well my
friend, my Lieutenant.

Thus are messages sent across the void to a loved one. Everything from

the "chewing out" that was never delivereJ: "You never would listen to anyone

and you finally screwed up," to a poem from a daughter who never had a chance



to communicate before her father's death:

Now I'm grown
And I look a lot like you,
Who would have
known I would
grow up to look
like someone I
never even knew.

The Apologetic Response

This final category is similar to the mediLmistic function in that it

consists of messages directed to the names on the Memorial. However, these

messages address a different exigence, perhaps that "something waiting to be

done" described by Bitzer. These messages are apologies, sometimes desperate

attempts to make amends for past mistakes. The audience perceives that the

imperfections lie within themselves, for things they did, or failed to do,

during the war-. Civilians apologize for letting the war begin, or for not

volunteering. Veterans apologize for practical jokes, old debts or, most

touchingly, for still being alive after their "brothers" fell. Somehow, for

these people, the Memorial serves as a place of restitution.

Letters left by civilians tend to emphasize their regret that the Vietnam

War occurred at all. They range from the simple "We should have done more so

that this didn't happen," to eloquent bursts of poetry handwritten on notebook

paper:

We aro sorry.
But who could tell
That such awful Pride
Would give us those who died
And those who cried
AO got all ripped up inside.
For such an ignoble gesture
Nobly done.

OPS person who received a college deferment felt moved to link his present life
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with his earlier "failure:"

I don't feel guilty because you died and I 'ive. I feel
guilty because I have failed you. You died to provide me an
opportunity to accomplish something. Not only have I not done
anything with my life, my lack of accomplishment is the result
of the worst of all sins, lack of discipline, irresponsibility,
lack of courage to try.

Some of the most moving apologies, by far, are tendered by Veterans. All

of the following messages were handwritten, scrawled on whatever material was

at hand. The greatest number relate to the deaths of soldier.F. Neterims

apologize for letting friends down, and often offer their own lives in

exchange:

Hern is your buck -- sorry I couldn't save more of you --
but they shot me too. Sorry for the waste -- fuck I'm just sorry.

I'm so sorry Frankie -- I know we left you -- I hcpe you
didn't suffer too much.

Sorry I couldn't keep it down longer so I could get you,
Brother. I wish it was me instead of you.

I would give my life if some how it would bring you all back.

Not all the apologies rise from guilt for abandoning comrades. One

message, written on the back of a photograph of a surgery unit, mourns that

even doing all one could was often not enough:

We did what we could but it was not enough because I found
you here all if you are not just names on this wall you are alive.
You're bloods on my hands, your screams in my ears, your eyes in
my soul. I told you you'd be alright but I lied, please forgive
me. I see your face in my son, I can't beat the thought. You told
me about your wife, your kids, your girl, your mother. Then you
died. I should have done more. Your pain is ours. Please go. I'll

never forget your faces. I can't. ':ou're still alive.

These messages reveal the pain and anguish of individuals who share in the

guilt created by the Vietnam War. All they can do to alleviate their pain is

to apologize. To what extent the action of writing the messages is truly

cathartic can only be guessed. Perhaps it does ease the pain, but as 'one

missive at the Memorial notes, "Forgive thyself is the only cure."

1 7
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CONCLUSIONS

The Vietnam Veterans' Memorial evokes intense responses from both veterans

and non-veterans. These responses are unique in that the external setting

created by the Memorial prompts the audience to create rhetoric arising from

the deepest part of their souls.
22

These messages are constrained by the

audience, for each sees a different exigence, and a different "fitting

response." Our analysis reveals four major forms of responses, but these

responses appear to have a single motivating Force: the search for healing.

Each rhetor who creates a message is searching for some form of peace.

That so many visitors would come in search of healing is not unusual

considering the nature and recency of the Vietnam War. The war was arguably

the most significant event in United States history in the lailt fort.; years.

Prior to Vietnam, the United States had never been defeated in war. American

soldiers were seen as heroes who fought for noble causes. Ame-icans were proud

of their country, proud of tne victorious soldiers who fought to keep it free.

Vietnam was different. The intensity of pain about American involvement,

the disastrous outcome and the lives lost in vain will take generations to

heal. The healing has begun with the dedication of the Vietnam Veterans'

Memorial. Thousands of people make a pilgrimage to seek healing in one form or

another. Many leave records of their journey and its success or failure.

These records indicate four different kinds of searches.

People come I& remember. Prior to the Vietnam war, the anger and sorrow

of those who lost soldiers in battle could be tempered by memories of victory.

There was no victory for Vietnam; the pain of loss is only worsened by the

memory of the uselessness of the sacrifice. Perhaps, instead, the pain can be

tempered through the knowledge that others remember, too. Thus visitors are

moved to eulogize the dead in ways that personalize the memorial. The messages
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left behind allow visitors to realize that there was once a real person behind

every name; someone's frierd, spouse, son, or brother. Each name represents an

individual whose life was shattered by war. If visitors carry the memo7v of an

individual away with them, the dead did not die in vain, after all.

People come .112 pourn: Co loze a loved one is surely one of the most

difficult things a human being can bear. Many visitors come to the Memorial to

mou-n this tragedy. The messages they leave behind suggest that for many, a

visit to the memorial serves a cathartic function. Although it is a very

public place, the Memorial has become an environment that accepts tears and

other open expressions of grief. Thus, the Memorial serves as an acceptable

outlet for venting intense emotions that might otherwise r.emain internalized

for a lifetime.

People =mg= _utak ±,2 _tb.2 &lead. It is painful to lose someone forever.

Surely it would ease the pain if there were only some medium through which to

send messages that would "reach" the dead. Our analysis suggests that for some

people the Memorial serves as this medium. Visitors come to tell their lost

loved ones that they are remembered and loved. Visitors relay messages, thank

the dead, scold them, and wish them well. The veteran who left the piece

selected for the introduction spent a day introducing mutual acquaintances that

he found on the wall to each other, so that the dead would have someone to talk

to when he was not around. The Memorial allows visitors to create a sense of

closeness with the dead. Clearly, that feeling would diminish the pain of the

survivors.

People rang 12 apologize. They apologize for being alive when a friend is

dead. They are sorry they did not do more, sorry they did not repay a debt,

sorry they did not keep a promise. Guilt plays as strong a role as grief in

bringing these people to the Memorial. Here is the opportunity to offer the



apology which was long ago neglected. And an apology can reduce or eliminate

guilt. The pain of unkept promises subsides.

Each response arose from each visitor's subjective needs, and would

perhaps have existed ir the mind of each whether the Memorial was there or not.

It was the Memorial, holhever, that transformed these internal responses to

rhetoric. It was the concrete interactiny with the subconscious that produced

the messages. The Wall, unvisited, would merely be a piece of stone. The

visitors, without the Wall, might have carried their exigencies within

themselves for a lifetime, never giving voice to their feelings.

Thus, in this case, at least, the debate over which is the most powerful

constraint upon discourse would appear to be resolved. At the Vietnam

Veterans/ Memorial only a critical approach unifying the two could produce

useful results. Thus, Pattons/ rapprochement of Bitzer and his opponents

appears to be the ideal situational stance. Only this stance reveals the

Memorial as a truly eloquent work, by discovering that it literally inspires

eloquence in others.

The documents left at the Vietnam Veterans' Memorial reveal the private

pain felt by those who lost loved ones in Vietnam. They come in search of a

healing force that has previously been denied them. Sometimes, the act of

visitation does indeed heal all wounds, for the letters express new feelings of

hope and peace. At other times, the Memorial works no miracle, and the letters

reveal that sad truth, as well. For others who bring artifacts, we can only

guess at whether the Memorial has brought peace or pain. One young girl wrote

a poem about her brother soon after he died. Years later, she typed it, framed

it, and brought it to the Memorial. We can only hope that this act brcJght her

some surcease from the feelings she grappled with in the poem.



PEACE

When I was little in my room
I wondered.
I wondered if I would ever
see my brother again?

I did not understand
why he had to leave me?
Mom said he had to leave
He had to go make PEACE.

My brother went to WAR!
He said he's doing it for me
He did it so I would be able to liva in a
world of PEACE.

I would have loved to have gotten to
know him better.

Tha War had taken him from me.

My brother went to fight
a war
To give yor. and I a world of PEACE.

1911 never be at PEACE.
I have lost my brother.

I pray my brother
is at PEACE.

I'll always remember his last words tc, me
before he left,
"I love you my little pumpkin, God Bless."

God Bless you (Larry) and all men and
women

who went to Vietnam.

By: Debby
(Larry's little pumpkin)
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